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The Silhouette CAMEO® is an electronic 
cutting tool that connects to your home 
computer just like a printer. However, 
rather than printing images, the CAMEO 
cuts out designs and text.

portrait
silhouette TM

The Silhouette Portrait® is a smaller, lighter version of the 
Silhouette CAMEO® electronic cutting tool. Like the CAMEO, 
the Portrait connects to your computer, allowing you the 
freedom to cut all your fonts, download thousands of designs 
from the Silhouette Design Store, or design shapes of your 
own with the included software.

SILHOUETTE-PORTRAIT      MSRP $179.99
SILHOUETTE-CAMEO-2-3T      MSRP $299.99

What can it cut?

The Silhouette CAMEO® and Portrait cut a variety 
of media, including vinyl, cardstock, heat transfer 
material, magnet paper, and fabric.

What can it make?

These cutting tools can make scrapbook 
layouts, home décor projects, custom 
clothing, cards, stencils, temporary tattoos, 
and more.

What can you do with your Silhouette?

•  Cut fonts already installed on your computer
•  Resize designs and text up to 12 inches wide (8     
    inches with the Portrait) and 10 feet long
•  Cut a variety of materials from cardstock 
    to fabric

•  Download new designs 24/7 from the        
    Silhouette Design Store
•  Choose from thousands of cuttable designs   
    without having to buy a cartridge
•  Create detailed, full-color cutout designs.

®



download cards

$10 download card
SILH-10DNLD-3T

MSRP $10.00

$25 download card
SILH-25DNLD-3T

MSRP $25.00

Silhouette Studio®
Designer Edition
SILH-STUDIO-DE-3T

MSRP $49.99

Silhouette Studio®
Business Edition
SILH-STUDIO-BE-3T

MSRP $99.99

Silhouette Connect™
SILHOUETTE-CONNECT

MSRP $39.99

The Silhouette Studio® software that comes free with every 
Silhouette electronic cutting tool is a feature-rich program that 
makes full use of your Silhouette’s capabilities. 

For those who want even more versatility, both Silhouette Studio® 
Designer & Business Editions include extra tool options and have 
the ability to import SVG files.

Silhouette Connect™ gives you the ability 
to send projects you’ve designed in Adobe 
Illustrator® or CorelDRAW® straight 
to your Silhouette electronic cutting 
tool with no need to convert them to a 
Silhouette Studio® compatible format.

Prepaid Silhouette Design Store download cards 
are a simple and convenient way to purchase 
digital designs for use with your Silhouette. 

covers & totes

Silhouette CAMEO® dust cover  MSRP $6.99 Silhouette Portrait® dust cover  MSRP $6.99

grey
COVER-CAM-GRY-3T

grey
COVER-POR-GRY-3T

natural
COVER-CAM-NAT-3T

pink 
COVER-CAM-PNK-3T

navy
COVER-POR-NAV

teal
COVER-CAM-TEA-3T

red
COVER-POR-RED-3T

Transport and store your Silhouette CAMEO® 
in one of these stylish and durable rolling 
totes. The reconfigurable, padded interior 
offers plenty of room for your CAMEO, laptop, 
and accessories.

The Silhouette Portrait® is designed 
for portability. The Silhouette Portrait® 
tote is perfect for carrying your Portrait, 
laptop, and accessories with you 
wherever you go.  

TOTE-CAM-TWD-3T TOTE-POR-TEA

Silhouette CAMEO® tweed rolling tote   MSRP $79.99 Silhouette Portrait® teal tote MSRP $39.99



12” cutting mat
CUT-MAT-12-3T
(for use with CAMEO)

MSRP $14.99
 

8.5” x 11.5” CAMEO
PixScan™ cutting mat
CUT-MAT-PIX12-3T
(for use with CAMEO)

MSRP $14.99

12” CAMEO light hold
cutting mat
CUT-MAT-12LT-3T
(for use with CAMEO)

MSRP $14.99

12” x 24” cutting mat
CUT-MAT-24
(for use with CAMEO)

MSRP $19.99
 

8” x 12” cutting mat
CUT-MAT-8-3T  
(for use with all Silhouettes)

MSRP $12.99
 

7.5” x 11.5” Portrait 
PixScan™ cutting mat
CUT-MAT-PIX8-3T  
(for use with all Silhouettes)

MSRP $14.99

8” x 12” Portrait light hold
cutting mat
CUT-MAT-8LT-3T 
(for use with all Silhouettes)

MSRP $12.99

cutting mats

Silhouette blade
SILH-BLADE-3-3T

MSRP $12.99 

Silhouette fabric blade
SILH-BLADE-FAB-3T

MSRP $12.99 

blades

Your fabric blade, like your sewing scissors, will dull when 
used with paper. That’s why it’s important that a separate 
blade is kept on hand for cutting fabric with your Silhouette. 
The Silhouette fabric blade is identical to the current 
Silhouette blade except for its distinguishing color.

Silhouette hook
TOOL-01-3T

MSRP $6.99

Silhouette spatula
TOOL-03-3T

MSRP $6.99

Silhouette scraper  
TOOL-02-3T

MSRP $3.99

pick-me-up®
TOOL-04-IND-3T

MSRP $6.99 

ROLL-FEEDER  
(for use with all Silhouettes)

MSRP $39.99

tools & accessories

roll feeder



stamping
stamping starter kit 
KIT-STAMP 

MSRP $29.99 

You can create your own custom stamps using your Silhouette 
electronic cutting tool and the stamping starter kit. This kit 
contains all the materials and instructions you need to start 
stamping right away, including stamp material, ink, acrylic 
blocks, cutting mat, and 10 exclusive stamp designs.

stamping accessories

stamp material
MEDIA-STAMP 
MSRP $ 6.99

cutting mat for stamp material (6 in x 7.5 in)
CUT-MAT-STAMP 
MSRP $ 4.99

Silhouette’s replacement 
stamping accessories 
ensure that you’ll never have 
to stop stamping.

contains 3 sheets (7.5 in x 6 in)



glass etching
glass etching starter kit 
KIT-GLASS 

MSRP $39.99
 

The glass etching starter kit makes it easy to permanently etch your 
own designs and text onto glassware and mirrors. The kit includes 
everything you need to get started creating your own personalized 
projects, including etching cream, stencil vinyl, transfer tape, tools, 
and 10 exclusive designs.
 

adhesive vinyl
vinyl starter kit
KIT-VINYL    

MSRP $39.99 

This vinyl kit contains everything you need to get 
started, including four colors of premium vinyl, a roll 
of transfer paper, 10 exclusive shapes, and more.



adhesive vinyl ¬ matte removable 
available in 9 in. x 10 ft. or 12 in. x 6 ft. rolls  MSRP $9.99
stronger adhesive for indoor and outdoor use

adhesive vinyl ¬ glossy permanent
available in 9 in. x 10 ft. or 12 in. x 6 ft. rolls  MSRP $9.99 
stronger adhesive for indoor and outdoor use

navy
V9-GP-NAV 
V12-GP-NAV

teal
V9-MR-TEA 
V12-MR-TEA

green
V9-GP-GRN 
V12-GP-GRN

blue
V9-GP-BLU 
V12-GP-BLU

green
V9-MR-GRN 
V12-MR-GRN

frosted vinyl
VINYL-FROST 

(ONLY AVAILABLE IN
9” X 48” ROLL)

royal blue
V9-GP-RYBLU
V12-GP-RYBLU

light green
V9-MR-LTGRN
V12-MR-LTGRN

light green
V9-GP-LTGRN
V12-GP-LTGRN

light blue
V9-GP-LTBLU
V12-GP-LTBLU

dark green
V9-MR-DKGRN
V12-MR-DKGRN

teal
V9-GP-TEA
V12-GP-TEA

chalkboard
VINYL-CHALK-12-3T
(ONLY AVAILABLE IN 

12” x 48” ROLL)

dark red
V9-GP-DKRED
V12-GP-DKRED

dark red
V9-MR-DKRED
V12-MR-DKRED

dark pink
V9-GP-DKPNK
V12-GP-DKPNK

purple
V9-MR-PUR
V12-MR-PUR

pink
V9-GP-PNK
V12-GP-PNK

pink
V9-MR-PNK
V12-MR-PNK

violet
V9-GP-VIO
V12-GP-VIO

blue
V9-MR-BLU
V12-MR-BLU

lavender
V9-GP-LAV
V12-GP-LAV

royal blue
V9-MR-RYBLU
V12-MR-RYBLU

purple
V9-GP-PUR 
V12-GP-PUR

navy
V9-MR-NAV 
V12-MR-NAV

dark green
V9-GP-DKGRN 
V12-GP-DKGRN

lemon
V9-GP-LEM
V12-GP-LEM

lemon
V9-MR-LEM
V12-MR-LEM

tangerine
V9-GP-TNG
V12-GP-TNG

orange
V9-MR-ORG
V12-MR-ORG

yellow
V9-GP-YEL
V12-GP-YEL

yellow
V9-MR-YEL
V12-MR-YEL

beige
V9-GP-BGE
V12-GP-BGE

beige
V9-MR-BGE
V12-MR-BGE

red
V9-GP-RED
V12-GP-RED

red
V9-MR-RED
V12-MR-RED

sunflower
V9-GP-SUN
V12-GP-SUN

sunflower
V9-MR-SUN
V12-MR-SUN

white
V9-GP-WHT
V12-GP-WHT

white
V9-MR-WHT
V12-MR-WHT

grey
V9-GP-GRY
V12-GP-GRY

grey
V9-MR-GRY
V12-MR-GRY

brown
V9-GP-BRN
V12-GP-BRN

brown
V9-MR-BRN
V12-MR-BRN

gold
V9-GP-GLD
V12-GP-GLD

gold
V9-MR-GLD
V12-MR-GLD

silver
V9-GP-SLVR
V12-GP-SLVR

silver
V9-MR-SLVR
V12-MR-SLVR

black
V9-GP-BLK
V12-GP-BLK

black
V9-MR-BLK
V12-MR-BLK



heat transfer material
heat transfer starter kit
KIT-HEAT-TRANS  

MSRP $39.99 

This heat transfer kit contains everything 
you need to get started including five colors 
of heat transfer material, a Silhouette hook 
tool, 10 exclusive designs, and more.

heat transfer material ¬ smooth
available in 9 in. x 3 ft. or 12 in. x 3 ft. rolls  MSRP $14.99 

black
HEAT-9SM-BLK
HEAT-12SM-BLK

silver
HEAT-9SM-SVR
HEAT-12SM-SVR

gold
HEAT-9SM-GLD
HEAT-12SM-GLD

neon yellow
HEAT-9SM-NYEL
HEAT-12SM-NYEL

neon orange
HEAT-9SM-NORG
HEAT-12SM-NORG

neon pink
HEAT-9SM-NPNK
HEAT-12SM-NPNK

blue
HEAT-9SM-BLU
HEAT-12SM-BLU

navy blue
HEAT-9SM-NAVBLU
HEAT-12SM-NAVBLU

dark blue
HEAT-9SM-DKBLU
HEAT-12SM-DKBLU

purple
HEAT-9SM-PUR
HEAT-12SM-PUR

brown
HEAT-9SM-BRN
HEAT-12SM-BRN

grey
HEAT-9SM-GRY
HEAT-12SM-GRY

charcoal
HEAT-9SM-CHAR
HEAT-12SM-CHAR

neon green
HEAT-9SM-NGRN
HEAT-12SM-NGRN

dark pink
HEAT-9SM-DKPNK
HEAT-12SM-DKPNK

green
HEAT-9SM-GRN
HEAT-12SM-GRN

dark green
HEAT-9SM-DKGRN
HEAT-12SM-DKGRN

maroon
HEAT-9SM-MAR
HEAT-12SM-MAR

pink
HEAT-9SM-PNK
HEAT-12SM-PNK

turquoise
HEAT-9SM-TUR
HEAT-12SM-TUR

lime green
HEAT-9SM-LIME
HEAT-12SM-LIME

white
HEAT-9SM-WHT
HEAT-12SM-WHT

lemon yellow
HEAT-9SM-LEM
HEAT-12SM-LEM

dark red
HEAT-9SM-DKRED
HEAT-12SM-DKRED

tangerine
HEAT-9SM-TNG
HEAT-12SM-TNG

red
HEAT-9SM-RED
HEAT-12SM-RED

yellow
HEAT-9SM-YEL
HEAT-12SM-YEL

cream
HEAT-9SM-CRM
HEAT-12SM-CRM

neon blue
HEAT-9SM-NBLU
HEAT-12SM-NBLU

light blue
HEAT-9SM-LTBLU
HEAT-12SM-LTBLU

light pink
HEAT-9SM-LTPNK
HEAT-12SM-LTPNK

salmon
HEAT-9SM-SAL
HEAT-12SM-SAL

lavender
HEAT-9SM-LAV
HEAT-12SM-LAV



printable heat transfer material
contains 5 sheets    

printable heat transfer for light fabrics
HEAT-PRINT-LT

MSRP $9.99 

printable heat transfer for dark fabrics
HEAT-PRINT-DK

MSRP $14.99 

heat transfer material ¬ glitter
available in 12 in. x 3 ft. rolls  MSRP $14.99 

heat transfer material ¬ flocked
available in 9 in. x 3 ft. or 12 in. x 3 ft. rolls  MSRP $14.99 

heat transfer material ¬ specialty finish
available in 9 in. x 24 in. rolls  MSRP $14.99 

purple
HEAT-12GL-PUR

green
HEAT-12GL-GRN

black
HEAT-12GL-BLK

blue
HEAT-12GL-BLU

lavender
HEAT-12GL-LAV

hot pink
HEAT-12GL-HTPNK

mint
HEAT-12GL-MNT

white
HEAT-12GL-WHT

gold
HEAT-12GL-GLD

pink
HEAT-12GL-PNK

bronze
HEAT-12GL-BRZ

red
HEAT-12GL-RED

copper
HEAT-12GL-COP

silver
HEAT-12GL-SVR

purple
HEAT-9FL-PUR
HEAT-12FL-PUR

orchid
HEAT-9FL-ORC
HEAT-12FL-ORC

dark pink
HEAT-9FL-DKPNK
HEAT-12FL-DKPNK

black
HEAT-9FL-BLK
HEAT-12FL-BLK

grey
HEAT-9FL-GRY
HEAT-12FL-GRY

brown
HEAT-9FL-BRN
HEAT-12FL-BRN

green
HEAT-9FL-GRN
HEAT-12FL-GRN

dark blue
HEAT-9FL-DKBLU
HEAT-12FL-DKBLU

light blue
HEAT-9FL-LTBLU
HEAT-12FL-LTBLU

light green
HEAT-9FL-LTGRN
HEAT-12FL-LTGRN

navy blue
HEAT-9FL-NAV
HEAT-12FL-NAV

faded blue
HEAT-9FL-FBLU
HEAT-12FL-FBLU

white
HEAT-9FL-WHT
HEAT-12FL-WHT

glow in the dark
HEAT-9SM-GITD

orange
HEAT-9FL-ORG
HEAT-12FL-ORG

dark red
HEAT-9FL-DKRED
HEAT-12FL-DKRED

red
HEAT-9FL-RED
HEAT-12FL-RED

tangerine
HEAT-9FL-TAN
HEAT-12FL-TAN

yellow
HEAT-9FL-YEL 
HEAT-12FL-YEL



rhinestones
rhinestone starter kit
KIT-RHINE

MSRP $39.99
 

This rhinestone kit contains everything you 
need to get started, including three differ-
ent colors of rhinestones, template mate-
rial, 10 exclusive designs, and more.

rhinestone setter
SILH-RHINE-TOOL  MSRP $12.99 

Silhouette rhinestones are 
a great way to add some 
pizazz to your projects. Use 
the Silhouette rhinestone 
setter to attach individual 
heat transfer rhinestones 
to cards, scrapbook pages, 
apparel, and more.

rhinestone transfer tape
SILH-RHINE-TRANS

MSRP $9.99

rhinestone template kit
SILH-RHINE-TEMPSET

MSRP $9.99



assorted pack 1 (clear, rose, pink) 

MSRP $6.99 
 
10ss (3mm), 16ss (4mm) approx. 380 pieces 
SILH-RHINE-6PK-1 

assorted pack 2 (clear, champagne, peach) 

MSRP $6.99 
 
10ss (3mm), 16ss (4mm) approx. 540 pieces 
SILH-RHINE-6PK-2

assorted pack 4 (clear, metallic, black) 

MSRP $6.99 
 
10ss (3mm), 16ss (4mm) approx. 540 pieces 
SILH-RHINE-6PK-4

assorted pack 3 (aqua, teal, mint) 
MSRP $6.99 

10ss (3mm), 16ss (4mm) approx. 540 pieces 
SILH-RHINE-6PK-3

orange
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-ORG10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-ORG16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-ORG20

red
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-RED10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-RED16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-RED20

yellow
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-YEL10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-YEL16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-YEL20

champagne
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CHM10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CHM16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CHM20

clear
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 1000 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CLY10

16ss (4mm) approx. 500 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CLY16

20ss (5mm) approx. 300 pieces
SILH-RHINE-CLY20

aqua
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-AQU10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-AQU16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-AQU20



green
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-GRN10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-GRN16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-GRN20

blue
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLU10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLU16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLU20

pink
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 400 pieces
SILH-RHINE-PNK10

16ss (4mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-PNK16

20ss (5mm) approx. 100 pieces
SILH-RHINE-PNK20

metallic
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 400 pieces
SILH-RHINE-MTL10

16ss (4mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-MTL16

20ss (5mm) approx. 100 pieces
SILH-RHINE-MTL20

black
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLK10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLK16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-BLK20

amber
MSRP $6.99

10ss (3mm) approx. 750 pieces
SILH-RHINE-TPZ10

16ss (4mm) approx. 350 pieces
SILH-RHINE-TPZ16

20ss (5mm) approx. 200 pieces
SILH-RHINE-TPZ20

2014 holiday exclusives  

christmas advent calendar 
limited edition 
ADVENT-CAL-1  
MSRP $39.99

holiday starter kit
limited edition 
KIT-HOLIDAY

MSRP $39.99

Use the Advent Calendar box to 
create your own unique calendar for 
the Christmas countdown.

The holiday starter kit 
provides supplies for cheery 
holiday decorations during 
the Christmas season.



stencil vinyl with transfer tape   
(9 in. x 3 ft. sheets of each)
INK-STENCIL  MSRP $9.99 

fabric ink
(2 fl. oz. per bottle)  MSRP $4.99

black
INK-BLK

white
INK-WHT

grey
INK-GRY

silver
INK-SVR

gold
INK-GLD

magenta
INK-MAG

cyan
INK-CYN

purple
INK-PUR

blue
INK-BLU

red
INK-RED

brown
INK-BRN

yellow 
INK-YEL

orange 
INK-ORG

green 
INK-GRN

fabric ink
fabric ink starter kit
KIT-INK   

MSRP $39.99 

This fabric ink kit contains everything 
you need to get started, including ink, 
stencil vinyl, sponges, 10 exclusive 
designs, and more.



contains 6 jars contains 6 jars

contains 6 jars

glitter-assorted essential colors
GLITTER-1

MSRP $6.99

glitter-assorted bold colors
GLITTER-2

MSRP $6.99

glitter-assorted pastel colors
GLITTER-3

MSRP $6.99

Use double-sided adhesive sheets 
with glitter, flocking powder, or 
other decorative materials to 
create intricate designs with 
amazingly crisp lines.

contains 8 sheets

double-sided adhesive sheets
MEDIA-ADHESIVE

MSRP $6.99

double-sided  
adhesive material
double-sided 
adhesive starter kit 
KIT-ADHESIVE

MSRP $19.99
 

This double-sided adhesive 
kit contains everything you 
need to get started, including 
six double-sided adhesive 
sheets, three jars of glitter, 
three jars of flocking powder, 
a Silhouette spatula tool, and 
10 exclusive designs.



specialty media
The Silhouette is great for cutting common materials like cardstock, vinyl, and fabric. 
There’s also a large selection of specialty media that helps to add the perfect touches to 
your projects.  Silhouette specialty media materials are designed specifically for Silhouette 
electronic cutting tools and are very versatile. Choose from sticker paper, printable foil, 
magnet sheets, and much more. Specialty media is a simple way to make a big statement. clean cut    FABRIC-CLEAN

sewable    FABRIC-SEW

MSRP $7.99

fabric interfacing
17 in. x 3 ft.  



contains 8 sheets

printable adhesive 
kraft paper 
MEDIA-KFT-ADH  
MSRP $6.99

contains 6 sheets

vellum 
MEDIA-VELLUM  
MSRP $6.99

contains 3 sheets and 
9 different patterns

adhesive washi sheets 
MEDIA-WASHI-ADH  
MSRP $6.99

adhesive corrugated paper 
MEDIA-COR-ADH 
MSRP $6.99

contains 6 sheets contains 8 sheets

printable cotton canvas 
MEDIA-CANVAS-ADH 

MSRP $9.99

contains 8 sheets

printable silver foil
MEDIA-SVR-ADH  
MSRP $9.99

adhesive-backed cardstock: color packs 
12 in. x 12 in. MSRP $19.99
contains 25 sheets of individually labeled cardstock

yellow 
CARDSTOCK-YEL

white 
CARDSTOCK-WHT

pink 
CARDSTOCK-PNK

yellow green 
CARDSTOCK-YELGRN

strawberry 
CARDSTOCK-STBRY

mint 
CARDSTOCK-MNT

navy 
CARDSTOCK-NAV

warm grey 
CARDSTOCK-WGRY

pumpkin 
CARDSTOCK-PMPKN

teal 
CARDSTOCK-TEA

key lime 
CARDSTOCK-KEYLIM

black 
CARDSTOCK-BLK

burnt orange 
CARDSTOCK-BRNTORG

emerald 
CARDSTOCK-EMD

leaf green 
CARDSTOCK-LGN

cool grey 
CARDSTOCK-CGRY

salmon 
CARDSTOCK-SAL

taupe 
CARDSTOCK-TAUPE

rose 
CARDSTOCK-ROSE

sea mist 
CARDSTOCK-SEAMIST



contains 25 sheets

chipboard
MEDIA-CHIPBOARD 
MSRP $9.99

stencil material 
MEDIA-STENCIL 

MSRP $9.99

contains 8 sheets

printable white  
sticker paper
MEDIA-WHT-ADH  
MSRP $6.99

contains 8 sheets

printable gold foil
MEDIA-GLD-ADH  
MSRP $9.99

contains 2 sheets

temporary tattoo paper 
MEDIA-TATTOO

MSRP $9.99

contains 4 sheets

printable magnet paper
MEDIA-MAGNET

MSRP $9.99

contains 4 sheets

adhesive magnet paper
MEDIA-MAGNET-ADH

MSRP $9.99

contains 8 sheets

printable clear  
sticker paper 
MEDIA-CLR-ADH 
MSRP $6.99

contains 4 sheets each 
of black, white, cool 
grey, and warm grey

adhesive cardstock
essentials pack (12 in. x 12 in.)
CARDSTOCK-PK1 

MSRP $12.99

contains 1 roll



sketch pens
sketch pen starter kit 
KIT-PEN

MSRP $19.99
 

The sketch pen starter kit is full of colorful pens 
that fit perfectly into your Silhouette and add a 
hand-drawn appearance to your projects. The kit 
includes 24 pens and 10 exclusive sketch designs.
 
Colors:
Regular—black (2), white, lavender, red,  
light blue, blue
Neon—pink, orange, green, yellow
Glitter—magenta, gold, bronze, peach
Metallic— plum, lavender, maroon, navy, light 
blue, green, charcoal, grey, copper

sketch pens
Sold individually*  MSRP $1.99 per pen

black - SILH-PEN-01-PK 
red - SILH-PEN-03-PK

pink - SILH-PEN-04-PK 
navy - SILH-PEN-05-PK 
green - SILH-PEN-06-PK 
purple - SILH-PEN-07-PK 
yellow - SILH-PEN-08-PK 
orange - SILH-PEN-09-PK 
* pens are sold to retailers in 10 packs

starter pack
SILH-PEN-START

MSRP $9.99

pen holder
PEN-HOLDER2-3T 

MSRP $9.99

metallic collection
SILH-PEN-MTL

MSRP $6.99

glitter collection
SILH-PEN-GL

MSRP $6.99

black and white collection
SILH-PEN-BLK

MSRP $6.99

sketch pens
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